A.S. allocates money for door remodeling
to provide better access for handicapped
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Smoking debate The politics of pollution
heats up meeting
as policy passes
By Rob Lyon
Daily staff writer
A heated debate over the Student
Union’s smoking policy marked
Tuesday’s Student Union Board of
Directors meeting.
When the smoke finally cleared, a
formal policy was approved that restricts smoking in most areas of the
Student Union and in all areas of the
Spartan Bookstore.
The board accepted the policy by
a 7-5 vote.
"In part I’m somewhat disappointed," said Jeffrey Henson. a senior majoring in electrical engineering who proposed his own
smoking policy to the board. "But
I’m satisfied that some policy was
accepted."
Henson proposed that smoking be
banned throughout the Student
Union.
SUBOD chairman Rick Thomas
said he was also disappointed with
the decision, though for different
reasons.
"I wanted smoking to be allowed
on at least one level of the Student
Union," he said. "But unfortunately, the board wanted it banned
on all three levels."
The proposal will go to SJSU
President Gail Fullerton for approval. At the next SUBOD meeting,
Thomas will ask the board whether
the policy should be implemented
immediately or during the fall semester.
If approved by Fullerton, smoking
will be banned on all levels of the
Student Union, all meeting rooms,
the art gallery, the lobby and lounge
of the music listening room and the
bookstore.
Smoking will be allowed in the

game area and dining area near the
bowling lanes, cenain areas of the
cafeteria, in designated areas of Student Union offices and during special events such as dances.
A smoking committee, set up by
SUBOD to explore different smoking policy proposals, recommended
an outright ban in all areas of the
Student Union with the exception of
the balconies.
That proposal brought strong opposition from Jerry Mimnaugh, food
service director for Spartan Shops,
who said if people couldn’t smoke in
the cafeteria, the result would be
fewer customers.
"If a non-smoking policy is
adopted it will have a substantial
negative effect on sales," he said.
Smokers would be forced to go to
other places off campus, or they
would have to go to the other facilities on campus such as The Roost.
Food From the Pub or the Spartan
Pub. Mimnaugh added.
This would be a problem because
those areas are already too busy during peak lunch hours.
"If we can’t handle them in our
other facilities, then they’re going to
walk," Mimnaugh said.
Henson argued that the cafeteria’s
ventilation system is not good
enough to remove cigarette smoke
from the room and that a ban would
not have an effect on sales.
"(Smokers) are going to come
there to eat anyway," Henson said.
Henson also said a total ban would
make the Student Union’s atmosphere healthier for everyone.
"I wish they would be more
health -oriented instead of worrying
about the money," he said.
See SMOKING. back page

Lisa Isaacs Daily staff photographer
.Adrian Alarms, a junior majoring in administra- ing the Earth’s waters. Alarms was collecting sigIlion of justice, explains the way plastics are pollut- natures as a project for his Social Problems class.

Suspects deny charges

Rape accounts tell contradictory stories
By Shelby Grad
Daily staff writer
Santa Clara County court records tell two
tales of an alcontradictory
graphic but
leged gang rape on the top floor of the 10th Street
Garage Friday night.
Court papers were filed Tuesday after two suspects in the case were formally charged with rape.
forced oral copulaton and sodomy in Santa Clara
County Municipal Court.
Robert Neil Ellis, 20, and Dean Windell Wilkins, 19, both of San Jose, were released on $75,000 bail each and are scheduled to make their plea
at a hearing on April 17. Al least two other suspects in the case are still at large, hut University
Police Department officials said their identity is
not known.
The victim was under the care of a psychiatrist, according to court records.
The 29-year-old woman saw a Palo Alto psychiatrist for an unknown amount of time, according to an interview contained in court records. She
was prescribed "mood -stabilizing drugs," hut the

documents didn’t indicate whether she took the
medication the night of the incident.
The victim lives just two blocks from where
the alleged attack t(x)k place. The court records
list her as being unemployed.
She said she sometimes is propositioned by
men because she often hangs around East Santa
Clara Street.
Wilkins, Ellis and at least two other men allegedly threatened, beat, and sexually assaulted
the victim at the top of the garage at around 11
p.m. Friday, according to the police report contained in the court records. She sustained bruises
on her left eyebrow and left ear and scratches on
her hack, according to the documents.
The victim met Ellis on East Santa Clara
Street earlier that evening. Soon they were joined
by Ellis’ acquaintance, Wilkins. and the other alleged attackers.
The group walked up to the top floor of the garage to drink beer and smoke a joint of marijuana,
the woman told police.
The victim then began "playing and running"

with Ellis around the garage area, she said. Ellis
then allegedly put his hands on the top of her chest
and ripped her shirt open, according to the police
report.
The woman was quoted in the report as saying. "Get your hands off me."
She was then allegedly raped. sodomized and
forced to perform oral copulation with the suspects and the other men.
At one point, the victim yelled, "Go ahead,
kill me."
Ellis allegedly replied, "I’ll kill you.
bitch . . . Do you want to die (?) . . I’ll kill you
tonight." The suspect then allegedly slapped her
eight or 10 times, the report stated.
The exchange so frightened the victim that she
said she urinated on herself, the records noted.
The woman’s loud scream alerted a nearby
San Jose police officer, who went into the garage
and found the victim nude from the waste down
See RAPE, hack page

Former Governor Brown to speak on campus
By Doris Kramer
Daily staff writer
Brown is back.
Former Governor Jerry Brown,
who is currently chairman of the
California State Democratic Party,
will speak at SJSU Monday at noon
in the Student Union Ballroom.
Brown last visited the campus
more than eight years ago.
Brown’s visit to SJSU, one of
eight colleges toured in California, is
sponsored by the Campus Democrats.
Traditionally, Brown has found
support among college students,
according to Joseph Hansen director
of information for the Campus Dem-

Jerry Brown
(mine It, SJSU

ocrats.
Brown not only encourages activism, hut also wants to reignite the
enthusiastic involvement of the
1960s.
"In the coming months and years
we intend to see our club as a focal
point for student activism at SJSU,"
Hansen said. "(The club is) both excited and proud that Governor
Brown has decided to lend us a
hand."
Brown involves himself in causes
and strongly believes in aiding the
less fortunate, Hanson said. To demonstrate his concern, the former governor is scheduled to help paint an
AIDS Hospice in Southern Califor-

nia, and visit San Fransisco’s homeless to help paint a halfway house.
Also high on Brown’s list of priorities are environmental issues. He
was the first national politician to
recognize a need for environmental
preservation. Hanson said.
Because of this. Brown was considered a "kook" during his administration for what are now viewed as
mainstream concerns, he said.
"Brown has earned well -deserved
respect for his ability to spot issues
before the public even realizes it’s a
problem." Hanson said.
He has always been ahead of the
game, perhaps so far at times that
See BROWN. back page
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Gas prices
escalate
after spill
Students out of luck,
Exxon may benefit
By Andrew II. Charming
Daily staff writer
Standing at Pete’s Stop gas station
two blocks from campus, SJSU student Rick Stanley said he was angered by the recent 10-cent -per-gal Ion gas price hike.
"I commute 120 miles round-trip
from Salinas every day," said Stanley, a junior majoring in communications. "Ten cents more a gallon
is going to cost me an extra $150 a
week.
"The boat here doesn’t get very
good gas mileage," he added, pointing at his 1979 Dodge Diplomat.
As a result of the price increase.
Stanley is one of many students
forced to dig deeper into an already
strained bank account.
Gas prices have climbed steadily
since March 24, the day the tanker
Exxon Valdez crashed in Prince William Sound, Alaska. The grounding
of the supertanker caused WA million gallons of crude oil to spew into
the ocean.
Some business experts said
Exxon, the world’s largest oil company, benefitted from the disaster.
Jerry Thomas, professor of marketing at SJSU, said "It’s likely that
the oil spill presented an opportunity
for oil companies to make a modest
price increase."
A spokesperson from Exxon headquarters in Houston refused to comment on the gas price increases.
For some SJSU students, the increased prices are like a stab in the
back.
"They were just waiting for a reason to increase gas prices," said
See PRICES, back page

Calendar will feature
sexy summer clothing
By Lisa Elmore
Daily staff writer
Sexy summer clothing will be the
theme of the "1990 Women of
SJSU" annual calendar, according
to Brian Leib!, this year’s producer.
"This year we want to show the
girls off," he said. "They will be in
clothes shorts,
summer-type
bathing suits but it will be tasteful."
Proceeds from the calendar,
which is sponsored by Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity. will go to the Special Olympics, Leib! said.
Last year’s calendar lost money
and the fraternity was unable to donate any funds to the organization,
he said.
Leibl attributes the lack of interest
in the calendar to not being "sexy"
enough.
More than half the women in last
year’s calendar posed in short skirts.
The June model wore bikini bottoms, and July was clad in a full bikini.
"This will be the best calendar,"
L,eibl said. "After 10 years. I think
we know what students want."
Women’s Studies Assistant Pro’
lessor Jane Boyd said she had no
problem with last year’s calendar.
except that the publication claims the
models are students while none of
the women are "shown in a student
role.
"They’re
attractive
young
women," Boyd said. "There is
nothing wrong with showing one’s
attractiveness."
However, the clothing worn
should be appropriate for the portrayed activity, or a mixed message
is given. Boyd said.
For example. "swimsuits that
can’t he worn for swimming give the
message that they are being worn for

Klm Johnson
calendar model
another purpose," she said.
Boyd wasn’t surprised the producers wanted to make the calendar sexier.
"I suppose that, given our culture, that’s a response that’s been
well conditioned by the media." she
said.
A search for women who would
like to participate is being held April
29 and 30 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
the Pi Kappa Alpha house at 64.5 S.
Fifth St.
Models will be selected by Leibl,
coproducer Greg Rajala and photographer Matt Durham.
One ()I’ last year’s models was
Kim Johnson, a junior majoring in
communications.
Johnson said she didn’t try out for
See CALENDAR, back page
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Program stirred
important debate
Ignoring the racist views and actions of individuals and white supremacist groups is like letting a
wound fester until it is so gangrened it breaks
down all body functions.
If a person’s foot is seriously infected, she must
acknowledge that and treat it accordinglyso it is
with the public. They must acknowledge the existence of racist attitudes, discuss how to deal with
them and then take action before the problem infiltrates and destroys society’s premise of equality.
KSJS, the campus radio station, did the university and the surrounding community a great service
by airing the views of William Herrell April 5.
Herren, a self-proclaimed racist, is not alone in his
belief that whites are superior to other races.
Students need to be shaken from their complacency because all is not well in the world.
For every advancement our society makes in
overcoming prejudice of minorities, we take one
step backward when people with attitudes such as
Herrell’s are allowed to go unquestioned.
The radio station’s program put the spotlight on
the existence of such deranged ideas, making it
more probable that atrocities like the Holocaust in
Germany and the internment of the Japanese in the
United States will not be repeated.
It has been argued that people don’t want to
rehash cruelties against minorities in the past. But
burying "unpleasantries" will not erase them from
the history books or from people’s minds. Stifling
discussion only gives racists the idea that the rest
of the public doesn’t care and might even agree
with their notions of one race’s superiority over
anotheran assumption that should be avoided at
all costs.

Octoberfest in April
With the extremely scorching weather upon us,
it would seem that a nice day by the pool is ideal.
However, the thought of baking in the heat
among
layers of sun tan lotion and other people’s charred bodies hasn’t been my idea of fun
lately.
Making a music video has.
So last Sunday, three friends and I packed into a
truck with an array of borrowed guitars, amplifiers
and a video camera. We didn’t have the tour bus or
good looks of the Bon Jovi boys, but we had
enough people to carry
the equipment.
Despite
initial
the
setbacks, we
were going
all out to
give
the
frosted haired one’s
Andy Nystrom
a run for its
money.
Our destination for making the video, and attaining a drum
kit to complete the afternoon’s setup, was in a normal home (not some big-time studio) somewhere
off Highway 280 in San Jose.
Quickly moving around some furniture and
transforming the living room into a makeshift studio, we were ready to rollwell, almost.
We still had to learn the song which would be
featured in the video.
Our choice was a German beer-drinking number. "The Yodel Song".
After a few practice runs, and my mastering of
a guitar -turned -bass, we were setsort of.
How could we play a beer drinking tune without any brew? So after a liquor store run that produced a I2 -pack of Michelob, all systems were go.
The opening chords wailed out of the amps and
John’s bird, Zeppelin, shrieked in anger as its cage
shook from its hingeswe knew something special was happening.
Over the course of the taping, several shocking
truths were unveiled, ranging from Brian’s perfect
heavy metal posturing to vocalist Vincent’s Rick
Astley impersonation. "Spinal Tap," move over.
Our man behind the lens, Mike, was present
to document the startling events that might become
a new worldwide movement The Yodeling
Youth.
As Vincent sang to the kids of America that day
(or at least to the youngsters covering their ears in
the driveway next door):
"Will you teach me how to yodel
My cute little mountain boy
Will you teach me how to yodel
It would fill my heart with joy."
(This verse is followed by a very loud yodeling
sequence, similar to the kind displayed in the puppet scene in "The Sound of Music"but way out
of tune).
Although the lyrics aren’t words to live by, at
least we had an enjoyable time with them out of
the human oven. And we also proved that not only
big -budget stars can make great videos.-- anyone
with a camera, yodeling talent and beer has an
equal chance.
Andy Nystrom is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Bush Administration’s policy on
The
environmental issues is similar to the
stars we see in the sky. You hear
about 1,000 points of light, but it may be
a million years before the light reaches its
destination.
Six months ago, we were inundated
with campaign promises of how George
Bush would conduct a more conscientious
approach to the environment. Instead, his
policies have resembled the Swiss cheese
condition of the planet’s ozone layer.
The latest and most tragic installment
exposing Bush’s weak stance is the Exxon
oil spill afflicting one of the world’s most
fertile fishing areas, Prince William
Sound, Alaska.
Bush showed the world a kinder,
wimpier posture to one of the most pressing matters this generation will encounter
by dispatching three advisors to the slickstricken area.
Just like Exxon’s inefficient response to
the spillthey accomplished nothing
within the first 48 hours of the
accident--the Bush Administration knew
how serious the spill was and didn’t act.
In the final weeks of the ’88 campaign,
Bush contended he would introduce acid
rain legislation to reduce the dangerous
amounts of nitrogen -oxide emmissions
from power plants. To remedy the ozone
crisis, he called for a global conference to
discuss the problems of deforestation and
the Greenhouse effect in South America.
And in a departure from the Reagan
Administration’s position, Bush said he
would support a Clean Air Act.
a President to accomplish all of
For
those promises in just three months is
unrealistic. But to avert environmental problems in the future, I suggest Bush
send a strong message to the oil industry
and hold Exxon criminally responsible if
they fail to foot the cost of cleanup.
Bush needs to act again, as he did with
his decision to side with public opinion
on gun control instead of with his allies,
the National Rifle Association.
When Ford Motor Company was faced
with the decison to issue a recall of the
notorious "firebomb" Pinto in 1978, they
opted to tackle the lawsuits because it was
cheaper. The same can be said for Exxon
neglecting thorough clean-up measures
it would be cheaper to pay the fines. Bush
should send the military to the area to
handle the mess, and then stick Exxon
with the cost.
Nature is sending this generation too
many messages each time disasters like
Three Mile Island and the gas leak in
Bhopal, India occur. Maybe Darwinian
theory is holding true with the destruction
of the ozone and society is adapting with a
thicker epidermal layer. Let us hope Bush
and the rest of us are not developing
thicker cranial regions as well.
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Letters to the Editor
Editor,
Unless I’m mistaken, the university’s recreatiohal
pool is for SJSU students. Included in our tuition bill is
the right to use the leisure services around campus. But
on Saturday, my friend and I were denied access to the
pool because it was filled to capacity.
The overcrowding would be understandable were it
caused by students. The pool area, however, was filled
with San Jose city residents. This is completely and
utterly unacceptable. Why should students have to pay
for the maintenance and upkeep of the pool if they cannot take full advantage of the facilities? Instead of
enjoying the sun and water, my friend and I had to settle
for a cold shower back at the Residence Halls.
Nathan W. Moore
Sophomore
Mechanical Engineering

Daily neglecting a responsibility
Editor,
Recent letters to the Spartan Daily have accused
some of the paper’s columnists of writing little more
than fluff pieces and pap.
Could these allegations be true’?
Of course they are. There are probably a few people
on campus who enjoy reading about your staff members’ religions, best friends, mothers, children, cats,
nose -picking habits (or bad satire) and missing purses.
But I am sure there are many more who delight in reading varied and contrasting opinions concerning important on- and off-campus issues.
One could argue that is what "real" newspapers like
the San Jose Mercury News arc for. But the Daily is
allegedly training its student journalists to be professionals and, therefore, should strive for somewhat professional content.
If some of your writers want to detail personal experiences in print, then they should try to make the light
topics amusing and the more serious subjects more
appealing to the reader. For example, go ahead and
write about the death of your dog, but do it in a way that
makes the reader say, "Yeah, that’s the way I felt."
That’s called human interest, and it’s a far cry from writing about your religious conversion or women’s menstruation cycles.
Another problem with the Daily is that is has virtually ceased commenting on campus, state and national
issues through unsigned editorials on the Forum Page.
The Daily (or, more appropriately, its editorial board)
has remained silent on numerous campus issues that
should have been addressed: the CSU fee increase, the
naming of Bill Berry’s successor, the crumbling of the
REAL party, and the chance for a new childcare facility
to be built at the old Spartan City site. The list goes on.
As with all newspapers, the Daily is expected to have
a point of view on issues that affect its readers. Running
only a half dozen editorials in nearly two-thirds of a
semester is ridiculous.
Come on, editors. Read some newspapers. Get a clue
on what’s going on both on and off campus. It really
doesn’t matter that Spartan Daily editorials carry as
much weight as resolutions passed by the Associated
Students Board of Directors; you still have a responsibilly to write and publish them when the issue or
accomplishment warrants it.
Dave Lanson
Senior
Journalism

Sean
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attempt at scholarly and intellectual discussion in a neutral and dispassionate setting. The subject matter may
be controversial but then "About This and That" is very
unlike "The Wheel of Fortune," "Days of Our Lives,"
Phil Donahue" or "Jim Eason."
A distinction should be made between controversial
and sensational. Racism is sensational, but a discussion
about race relations is not. Controversial maybe, but
sensational, no.
We must be wary on the one hand to grant someone a
license to any form of expression (Salman Rushdie, for
example) and on the other hand withhold it from others
whose views contradict our own. In a university, students should be exposed to every view, to think afresh,
to think anew, to relearn and to unlearn every belief and
bias they most zealously wish to protect, regardless of
how unfashionabl e and controversial that view may be.
No one person should play "The Grand Inquisitor" and
determine what is good for the rest of us.
"About This and That" does not dignify our guests
by their presence on the show. We would commit the
common fallacy (ad hominem) if we did. Our concern is
with the idea, not the person. The idea will stand or fall
on its own merit regardless of the person who holds the
idea. All ideas expressed on the show stand with other
ideas expressed in the general market place of ideas
(society at large) and the listener is left to make up her
mind if she so desires.
I disagree that by keeping discussion about controversial issues (racism, sexism) off the airwaves that
these problems will just go away. The often heard
lament is "If only the media did not discuss it." the
unstated hope being the problem will disappear. But
issues like racism and sexism cannot be swept under the
carpet; they must be held before the public to wrestle
with until the day comes when we live in a society that
is truly color-blind, age -blind, and gender-blind. We
cannot pretend we live in such a society yet (Mr. Herrell
and others like him are a case in point).
George Pinto
Host, "About This and That"
KSJS

Working for your leisure
Editor,
This letter is to justify the A.S. Leisure Services budget proposal. The current proposal states that it will cost
A.S. Leisure Services $21,000 to rent and use the
SUREC facility. This is an expense that Leisure
Services has not had in the past because use of facilities
on campus were at no cost. Thus, A.S. Leisure Services
will be operating on a much smaller budget (budget
decreased more than athletics or the music department).
With the opening of SUREC, A.S. Leisure Services is
trying to expand opportunities available for students,
staff and faculty.
Some proposed improvements: increase amount of
intramural sports offered; increase amount of fitness
programs and Leisure Service programs; schedule times
and dates to maximize student, staff and faculty participation; hire qualified fitness instructors and staff to run
programs.
If anyone has any questions or needs more information, drop by the A.S. Leisure Services office. Leisure
Services is run by students for students.
Lawrence Kevin
Junior
Industrial Design

Sean Mulcaster is the Sports Editor.

Letters Policy
Letters should bear the writer’s
name, major, phone number and
class level. Letters can be delivered
to the Daily office on the second floor
of Dwight Bente] Hall
or to the Student Union
information desk.

Not just Geraldo copycats
Editor,
This letter is in response to Rob Lyon’s article "Keep
Racism off the Airwaves." I am grateful Mr. Lyon took
the time to make a few comments and I would like to
offer a few of my own.
Beside the one interview with William Herren on
"About This and That," I would like to make your readers aware of the outstanding program schedule of KSJS.
The station affords the listener a program for women; a
campus related program; Discover India; Radio
Lusitania; Korean Community Radio Hour; San Jose
Arts Spectrum; and Radio Aztlan. These are a few of
the many community oriented and public service programs that air and reflect the station’s commiument to
"worthy" programming.
"About This and That" is not a "Geraldo Rivera-type
journalism" show. In the words of a professor on campus, "It is the best local radio or television program
around." The show has had since its first airing on Nov.
2, 1988 several authors, scholars, philosophers, professors and social service workers as guests. It is an
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Christian Science College Orpnjgation: Meeting, 2 p.m., Music
Building Room 160.
SJSU Theatre Arts Department:
The Fantasticks, 2 and 8 p.m.. Studio Theater-Hugh Gillis Hall Room
103. For more information call 9244551.
SJSU Theatre Arts Department:
Spring musical: Yours. Anne, 2 and
8 p.m., Studio Theater-Hugh Gillis
Hall Room 103. For more information call 924-4551.
Math and Computer Science
Department:
Speaker:
Number
Theory/Convex Sets, 4 p.m., MacQuarrie Hall Room 324. For more
information call 924-5144.
Career Planning & Placement:
Careers in political science, 1:30
p.m., S.U. Umunhum Room. For
more information call 924-6033.
Career Planning lk Placement:
Resume preparation, 2 p.m., S.U.
Almaden Room. For more information call 924-6033.
Amnesty International: Meet-

ing. 7 p.m., S.U. Costanoan Room.
For more information call 998-8760.
Physics Department: Speaker:
Martin Dvorin, 1:30 p.m., Science
Building Room 251. For more information call 924-5261.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance:
Speaker on gay therapy. 4:30 p.m.,
S.U. Montalvo Room. For more information call 236-2002.
Philosophy Department: Colloquium -Robert Eogelin, 3:30 p.m.,
Faculty Office Building Room 104.
For more information call 924-4482.
Cycling Club: Meeting, 7 p.m.,
S.U. Guadalupe Room. For more information call 298-5403.
SJSU Film Production Club: Pacific Rim Film Festival, I p.m.,
Camera 3 (San Carlos & Second
Streets). For more information call
924-4571.
FRIDAY

’IuIipJY

SJSU Folk Dancers: International Folk Dance class, 8 p.m.,
Spartan Complex Room 89. For
more information call 293-1302 or
287-6369.

SJSU Theatre Arts Department:
Spring musical: Yours. Anne, 2 and
8 p.m., Studio Theater-Hugh Gillis
Hall Room 103. For more information call 924-4551.

A.S. Program Board: San Francisco Moving Company, 8 p.m.,
Studio Dance Theater (Spartan Complex Room 219. For more information call 924-6262.

Q. Does Student Health Services offer allergy shots?
A. Student Health Services has
an allergy clinic twice a week in
which allergy shots are given.
However, the clinic only assists
in giving the shots; students must
bring the medicine to be administered from their private physician. SHS will also store this
medicine until it is needed. Dr.
Floyd, an allergy specialist on
staff at SHS, is available for students on Wednesdays.

Q.What should people do
about bee stings?
A.Most people know whether
A. There are two main reasons they are allergic to bees. Fortunawhy crack cocaine is so danger- tely, most people are not. If they
ous. First, it is the most highly are, the person will wheeze when
addictive product known to man. breathing as if they had asthma.
It causes both physiological and and they will have a swelling in
psychological dependence. some- the face. Those who are allergic
times after only one use. Second, should have on hand a bee sting
crack has a direct and rapid action kit, which provides a small dose
on the heart. Use of the drug can of adrenaline to be administered
lead to immediate irregular heart in shot form. This will immedirates that are incompatible with ately help to cut down the allergic
reaction.
life.

Lutheran Campus Ministry:
Worship, 10:45 a.m.. 300 South
Tenth Street. For more information
call 298-0204.
Newman Community: Mass,
6:30 and 8 p.m.. 300 South Tenth
Street. For more information call
298-0204

MONDAY
A.S.
Intercultural
Steering
Committee: Meeting. 3 p.m.. S.U.
Montalvo Room. For more information call 292-3197.
SJSU Film Production Club:
Meeting, 2 p.m., Hugh Gillis Hall
Room 222. For more information
call 924-4571.
TUESDAY
Asian
American
Christian
Fellowship: Meeting, 7 p.m., S.U.
Almaden Room

Q. Is it safe to lay out in the
sun?
A. No. As most people know
by now, suntanning causes not
only premature aging to the skin,
but can also cause skin cancer.

LA mayor Tom Bradley has no
explanation for his slim victory
LOS ANGELES (API - Mayor
Tom Bradley, who won an unprecedented fifth term after sweating out a
tight election, said Wednesday he
couldn’t explain the narrow margin
of victory.
"You can speculate. I’ve won
some close ones and lost some close
ones. Winning is better. I am satisfied with the election," he said at a
late morning news conference.
Pollsters had predicted the 71 year-old ex -cop and son of a sharecropper would coast to his fifth fouryear term. But instead, Bradley
found himself at one point Tuesday
night barely maintaining the 50 percent needed to avoid a runoff in
June.
"Well, my friends. I’ve learned

something in this election ... never
take anything for granted," he told
supporters at the downtown Biltmore
Hotel in his I a.m. victory speech.
He acknowledged then that his
failure to actively campaign may
have been a mistake.
A lackluster campaign and apparent voter apathy kept the turnout at
17 percent - the lowest in decades.
according to the City Clerk’s Office.
Just 328.194 of the city’s 1.9 million
registered voters cast ballots.
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_A Taste of Romance
Sekl/ Lingerie,
Exotic Lotions & Oits,
Actuft Oriented
Gifts & Toys

The A. S. Program Board Presents

THE

/0 VING

OMPANY

(Condom 9(enta( $2 per Package
X-Large $2.25)
NO DEPOSIT-NO ’RETURN

Saturday,
April 15, 1989
8:00 p.m.

AN

RANCISCO

10% Discount with SYS1.1

San Jose
State University

104 University Ave. Los Gatos

Admiss
Students - $6 General. $e
Tickets available at BASS,
A.S. Business IL at door

COMPUTER SCIENCE &
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
STUDENTS WANTED

Now has the capability to
enlarge 8 1/2 x 1 I’s to
poster size.
Great for : Presentations,
Signs, Banners, etc...
ASK FOR DE-1-41LS1
481 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
BETWEEN (0TH 8. 11TH ST.
;408) 295-55!!

THE JOB

THE PLACE
COMPUTER LITERACY
BOOKSHOPS, INC.
- the world’s largest computer
bookstore - internationally
famous. We pride ourselves
on courteous, knowledgeable
staff who share our
customers’ interests.

kinkois
the copy center

Starting Salary: $5.75 - 6.00/hour

If you have:
classes in computer science or electrical engineering
programming knowlege of a high level language
excellent English skills

Spartan Daily

\-1
Then send resume to or apply in person at:

COMPUTER LITERACY BOOKSHOPS, INC.

Salesperson
of the week

006 2590 NORTH FIRST STREET, SAN JOSE, CA 95131

Ns.

Highest
Sales

Nancy
Donegan

I.., I

Daily

Artist of the Week
Creative Ad
Design

ammimmoiming

$200

r

I
I
I

Spartan

COUPON

FREE DELIVERY

1934

Matthew D Anderson Joel Beers Phillip
Best. Mary H Callahan Andrew H Chan
rung. Elena M Dumyat) Lea r !Tore
Shelby Grad Elvabeth James. Dons
Kramer Rob I yon f Mark Moreno Ste
yen Mogi’. Andy Nystrom, Daniel Vasguet
Photographers
Mike Dalienier In,’, Isaacs. Alyssa Jen
wn Dayrd Pplons. Shelley Scott
Account Executives
Hannah Brooks James Cabral. Hilda
Cardenas. Nancy Donegan. I isa Fmenan
Neon Garnel Flw Goldstein Chnsima
Keller. Teresa Knril Warren lam. tarn.’
Peters, Scott Ruth Susan Saimmen. Jun
niter Smith Desna Stearley, Robert Semi
owl Amy The. John Wkos
Art Department
Nicole Chan Miguel Coerce. Doug Thinl
Sabrina Goes Rick Haddad. Craig Mcln
tire. David ()Campo. Vincent Rodrigues
Debra Twito
Co-op Account Executhus
I incla Firrk. Vicki Fiend,
National Account Executives
Stephanie Kaye
Special Projects Group
John Angilert Ahllatfleaudrot Gayle I u
beek. Brett Welch

INFORMATION SPECIALIST:
help customers find the books to
fit their needs, on all computer.
related topics. Gain experience
relevant to your career field.
Extensive training provided.

QUALIFICATIONS AND HOW TO APPLY

(UCPS 509480)
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Ihrnise Zapata
Editor in Chief
Teresa I yddane
City Editor
Anne Kloster
Advertising Director
I isa Hannon
News Edit,,,
/an Shess
Layout Editor
Assigning EditorNews
Sallie Mattison
Assigning Editor Eirature Dan Turner
Managing Editor
Darren Sabedra
I eah Nis
Forum Editor
Sean Mukaster
Sports Editor
Assistant Sports Editor Reggie Burton
Mary Hayes
lifestyle Editor
Lami Strong
Photo Editor
Doug Duran
Assistant Photo Editor
Mark Studyvin
Chief Photographer
National Advertising Manager
Terre Fehr,
Retail Advertising Manager
I iehorah Gross
1>owntown Retail Advertising Manager
I any Adler
Lisa Borba
Art Director
Brady
Theresa
Production Manager
Nano I embed
Coop Manager
Special Protects Manager
Kristin Compani
Reporters

PD

Dance Studio
heatre (SPX 219)

For more Into call 920-6261
Funded by Associated Students

Unofficial results showed Bradley
with 156,724 votes, or 52 percent, to
Holden’s 84,376 votes, or 27.99
percent. Former county Supervisor
Baxter Ward had 44,816 votes, or 15
percent.

Serving the San Jose State University Community Since

Lisa Isaacs - Daily staff photographer

Dr. Craig Cisar looks at Dr. Carol Christiansen’s motorcycle.
which was parked in the SPX offices after it broke down.

University police told a convicted according to a police report.
sex offender to stay off campus
The man was previously’ con
Tuesday night after he "revealed his victed on charges of
assault with in
just
south
of
the
Stuprivate parts"
tent to commit a sexual offense.
dent Union.
Larry Richardson, 37, was sitting
UPD Lt. Shannon Maloney said a
on the ground at around 10 p.m.
when a police officer asked him to is not uncommon for police to ask
stand up. At that point. Richardson people who are disturbing the peace
allegedly dropped his trousers. to leave the campus.

Q. Why is crack so dangerous?

The action the drug takes on
the heart is not necesarily dose related. This means that on any
occasion, any user can experience
sudden death. The more times the
drug crack is used, the greater the
risk involved.

Surprise

SUNDAY

University police make flasher
leave campus for showing ’parts’

Healthline
Healthline is a column presented to SJSU students by the
Spartan Daily and Student Health
Services to serve students. We encourage students who have questions concerning any aspect of
health to write to Healthhne at
the Spartan Daily. Letters may be
dropped off at Dwight Bentel
Hall, second floor, or at the Student Union Information Desk. All
questions will be printed anonymously and will be answered by
Dr. Stanley Wohl, the director of
Student Health Services.

Society of Latino Engineers and
Scientists: Speaker from Apple
Coinputers,
12:30 p.in., Engineering Building Room 491A. For
more information call 924-3830.
SJSU Film Production Club: Pacific Rim Film Festival, I p.m..
Camera 3 (San Carlos & Second
Streets). For more information call
924-4571.
Theatre Arts and Dance Departments: Modem master class, 10:30
a.m., Spartan Complex 219. For
more information call 924-6262.
Spartan Oriocci: Dance -"Endless Nights," 4:30 p.m., Le Baron
Hotel -2nd Floor. For information
call 926-2535.
Nihongo Sakura Club: Film"Rememberance." 1 p.m., Camera
3. For more information call 3239347.

I
I.

$ 1

00

NOTGOOD WITH
ANY OTHEROFFER

OFF ANY
16" PIZZA
I
I

OFF ANY i
12" PIZZA I
I
I

280-0707..
........_.............._____.,-,
urrimare
Yocurtt
EXP.

5-4-89

FREE TOPPING OR 500

OFF

Any Medium, Large or Jumbo Yogurt Cup

Sabrina
Goes

The Pavilion

Stevens Creek At Winchester

Downtown San Jose

Between The G000 Guys and Wr,erenouse

501

S.

vow

wan Any Other Decounts
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Car, music giveaway
to tout safe driving
SADD, fraternity
combine to save
lives with drawing

Alyssa Jensen Daily staff photographer

Kristen Burke, a freshman majoring in graphic design, wonders how many cassettes will fit into the MusicMobile

New doors planned for disabled students
University officials filed a funding
request with the California State
University earlier this year in order
to install new doors in the building,
Schulter said.
Though the money will probably
be approved, it will not be available
for approximatly two years, he said.
In March, the Associated Students
stepped in to expedite the project by
donating $3,500 for installation of
an electronically operated door at the
west entrance of the Administration
Building. The doorway, directly ac cross from the Richard B. Lewis Instructional Resources Center, is the
ck sest entrance to the Disabled Stusummer.
The office was relocated to the dent Services Office.
The new door "will really be inAdministration Building Jan. 3 of
dependence for people with physical
this year, Schulter said.
Though his offices have been disabilities," Schulter said.
A hand-automated button located
modified, neither the doors nor the
restrooms in the building have been on the entryway wall will open the
made accessible for the physically electric doors, he said.
"It’s a necessity," said Deborah
disabled.
Inaccessible entrances have been Warren, A.S. director of non-tradi"a big complaint for those of us in tional minority affairs. "People just
assume that disabled people are
wheelchairs," Duarte said.
Electronic doors would come in taken care of."
The A.S. contribution is a symbol
"real handy, real quick," he said.
By Mary R. Callahan
Daily staff writer
Each time Luis Duarte visits the
Disabled Student Services office, he
has to wait outside the Administration Building for someone to open
the door.
Duarte, president of the Disabled
Students Association, uses a wheelchair. He is one of more than 300
mobility-impaired students at SJSU
who must confront manually operated doors this semester, according
to Martin Schulter, director of the
Disabled Student Services Program.
But all of that will change this

of commitment to the concerns of
the disabled a commitment that is
contagious, Schulter said.
The university has also decided to
improve accessibility to the restrooms near the office.

approximately $4,000, said Peggy
Asuncion. director of space management for the department of facilities
and operations.

But officials are hoping to get approval to use either surplus funds
from completed projects in the CSU
SJSU does not have available system or funds initially intended for
funds for the project, which will cost lower priority projects, she said.

By Steven Mushl
Daily staff writer
Cars, concerts, cassettes, compact
discs and CD players are prizes in today’s drawing at SJSU.
For a 50 cent donation, participants could win one of these prizes
by guessing the number of cassette
tapes in a Pontiac Firebird "MusicMobile" on Ninth Street next to the
Business Tower. All entries are eligible for a national drawing for four
Pontiac LeMans GSEs.
Styles for estimating vary, but
Kristen Burke, a freshman majoring
in graphic design, believes she has
the best technique.
"I’m taking ballpark figures,"
she said. "I’m estimating the size of
a cassette and the space available in
the car."
More than 50 universities nationwide will participate in the fundraising effort. The campus that raises
the most money for Students Against
Driving Drunk will win a free concert by The Stray Cats.
The SJSU drawing will benefit
SADD and is sponsored by the
Kappa Sigma fraternity. The organization hopes to heighten awareness
of drunk driving problems.
Pontiac donated the cars for the
drawing as well as $25,000 to
SADD.
"We market cars to a young segment of the car-buying population,"

said Sam Johnson, Pontiac’s namanager.
merchandising
tional
"(We) feel this is making an impact
throughout the college community,"
he said.
Kappa Sigma maintains a table on
Ninth Street to promote the drawing
and alcohol awareness. Balloons,
buttons and T-shirts are given away
at the table.
"As people come up to participate, we distribute brochures with
statistics and suggestions about how
to keep friends from driving drunk,"
said Peter Heitmann, Kappa Sigma’s
event chairman.
All proceeds go to support SADD
and the Kappa Sigma fraternity in
their fight against drunk driving.
"We are very excited about this
program because it helps get our
message out to the college community," said Bob Anastas, SADD’s
founder.
"We want to motivate college students to understand that they can influence their peers not to drive under
the influence of alcohol and drugs,"
he said.
Since SADD’s inception in 1981,
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration statistics show that
the total number of intoxicated people killed in automobile accidents
dropped from 6,000 in 1982 to 2,170
in 1987.
"We are especially pleased with
the results among the 15-19 age
group," Anastas said. "In 1982, 51
percent of all deaths in this age
group were alcohol or drug-related.
In 1987. that has dropped to 39.4
percent."

Illegal aliens suspcted of drug dealing deported
LOS ANGELES (AP) Federal
immigration officials have deported
175 illegal aliens suspected of being
linked to Los Angeles street gangs
and drug dealing since last December, authorities said.
An Immigration and Naturalization Service task force working
with local police and sheriff’s deputies have deported people even if
they have not been charged with a
crime, said John Brechtel of the Los
Angeles INS office.
"If a gang member is out on the
street and the police can’t make a

charge, we will go out and deport
them for being here illegally if they
fit that criteria," Brechtel said Tuesday.
By collaborating with local anti
gang units. INS officers are able to
identify alien gang members on the
street. during arrests and while
they’re in jail. said Deputy Police
Chief Bernard Parks.
About 9,000 illegal aliens identified as criminals were banished from
four Western states and Guam since
October. including the suspected
gang members, immigration offi-

cials said.
"One of our top priorities nationwide is to remove these criminals
most of whom are involved in drug
get them out of our
trafficking to
society," said INS Commissioner
Alan C. Nelson, who was visiting
from Washington.
But regional Immigration and
Naturalization Service officials who
held a downtown news conference
later could not reconcile their estimates with nationwide figures provided by an INS spokesman in
Washington.

INS officials said at first that
about 9,000 aliens identified as
criminals were deported from the
Western region since Oct. 1, 1988.
But in Washington, INS spokesman Duke Austin said the total of all
alien criminal removals since Oct. I
was 6,707 nationwide, only about 75
percent of the amount claimed by
Western regional officials.
Of the nationwide total, Austin
said only 3,923 were formal deportations, a legal process involving a deportation hearing and court-ordered
expulsion.

Lt1_11

NURSING STUDENTS, YOU’RE WELCOME TO ATTEND
OUR REHABILITATION NIGHT AT
SANTA CLARA VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER.

Now all you have
to worry about are
midterms and finals.
We don’t believe academic pressure should be complicated by financial
pressure. That’s why BofA has been offering student loans for more
than 25 years. To find out if you qualify for one, just make an
appointment with your school’s Financial Aid Administrator. Then pick
up an application at the financial aid office on campus or at your nearest
Bank of America branch. Or send in a
card from one of our posters on campus
and we’ll mail you an application. Go
aheadit could be the easiest answer to
Bank of America
the toughest question you’ll face all year. Doing the ph kw mon.
’,mixt,

01

Bank of America NTeaSA

Member FDIC

REHABILITATION NIGHT WILL BE IN THE
ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE ROOM ON
APRIL 19th AT 7PM.

Our hospital is a nationally
recognized center of excellence
in rehabilitation. We want you
to become a respected member
of a large interdisciplinary
team. Learn how to support
patients and families as they

adjust to major life changes.
Also join our new graduate
training program in June.
We are the "state of the art
state of the heart hospital".

FOR SUMMER NURSING POSITIONS AND MORE
INFORMATION ON REHABILITATION NIGHT
CALL MIRIAM CASEY R.N., AT 299-6983.
LOOK FOR OUR BACK COVER AD IN ACCESS
MAGAZINE ON APRIL 27th.
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SJSU beauty queen disdains critics, will try for Miss California
By Daniel Vasquez
Daily stall writer
The City of San Jose has a new
queen, and she comes from the university.
Stacy Mailer is an SJSU student.
an entrepreneur and Miss San Jose,
1989.
Mailer, a 25 -year-old SJSU senior
majoring in television and film, has
a fiery committment to her new role.
Mailer is often questioned about
the true intentions of the Miss America pageant system, which has been
blasted by critics in the last few
years. One protest featured a mock
pageant with dresses adorned with
bloody meat.
"People have the right to say what
they want to say," Mailer said
"Unless it infringes upon the rights
of others. That’s when it should be
controlled."
Mailer competed against 13 other
contestants in personal interview.
swimsuit, evening gown, and talent
competitions in March.
She will represent San Jose at the
Miss California Pageant, a televised
event, in San Diego this June. The
winner will compete at the Miss
America Pageant in Atlantic City
this September.
A lot of people don’t understand
the benefits of pageants to young
women, Mailer said.
The queen and first runner-up are
awarded scholarship money to further their educations. Contestants
develop self-confidence and competition skills, as well as receive public
exposure at all pageant levels, she
said.

"People complain about Miss
America being a bad icon," she
said. "But Miss America must be
educated, hardworking. articulate.
That is not a bad image to promote."
When it comes to the need for a
good representative at the state pageant. San Jose is in good hands.
Mailer is articulate and exudes
confidence.
She has competed since high
school, and has won a Miss Santa
Cruz title.

cant competitions, he said.
Mailer said. "It has come easy for
Mailer received $1,000 for win- me. But I have never seriously conning her crown, which must be ap- sidered becoming a professional.
plied to her education costs. Vega There are a lot of other things I want
said. The first runner-up receives to do with my life."
$400, and second through fourth
She definitely has a lot of things in
runners-up receive $300, $200 and her life to keep her busy.
$100 respectively.
Besides carrying a full-time load
Miss America will win at least at SJSU, she works part-time at
$30,000 for her educational pursuits, Bank of America as a note departhe said.
ment officer. Midler also began her
"A lot of the women involved in own dress -designing business.
the pageant don’t know what they
She thought of the idea while
competing in pageants.
"You would be surprised how
hard it is to get a dress for a pageant." Mailer said.
Only two designers currently
make such dresses, and sell them to
contestants at exorbitant prices, she
said. Some contestants pay several
thousand dollars for a single dress.
She came up with her own solution to this price problem this year.
Alex Vega,
Mailer uses sequins, rhinestones
President, Miss San Jose Pageant
and other designer beads in her one of-a-kind dresses. She has no formal
"I don’t worry about winning. If I want to do with their lives before training in designing, but has already
don’t win it doesn’t mean I’m not they enter," Vega said.
made several sales in the few months
good," Mailer said. "What is im"We make them think about what she has been in the business, includportant is that the pageant has taught they want to do, because we ask ing a prom dress for a friend’s
me that I could win. It has given me them that question in the personal in- daughter.
confidence. That is something I had terviews," he said. "We make them
"I’m very nervous about that
to learn."
one," Mailer said. "I want it to be
think about the future."
Pageant promoters defend their
Mailer’s talent is singing. In con- perfect."
program endlessly.
Her feeling about her dresswork is
versation, her voice is soft and meThe pageant, which is run com- lodic. Her talent performance con- reflective of her overall philosophy:
pletely by volunteers, is the largest sisted of a vocal medley of songs to do your best at whatever you do.
program of its kind, said Alex Vega, from the play "Hello Dolly."
And, since Mailer has been inpresident of the Miss San Jose PagMailer took vocal training at the volved with the San Jose pageant oreant, Inc. It awards $5 million an- Peabody Institute at Johns Hopkins ganization, which is only in its secnually in scholarship monies through University.
ond year, she has done her best to
its local, statewide and national pag"I have always loved singing," represent it as a winning organiza-

’You want to know why so many people
watch (the pageant?) It’s because Miss
America represents the good in this
country.’

Fast growing public history set for SJSU
Trend-setting course
debuts next semester
By Andrew H. Charming
Daily start writer
Public history is a class of the future at SJSU.
Starting this fall. History 197
Introduction to Public History
will be offered to anyone interested
in how the past affects the future.
The course gives students the opportunity to decipher old documents.
interpret artifacts and buildings, and
preserve environments.
"Public history is the fastest
growing field for history majors
right now," said Nancy Osterud, the
-" public historian elected by the department to teach the course.
Osterud. who received her doctor-

ate from Brown University, knows to catch on to the trend," he said.
Hired in the fall of 1988. Osterud
about history not just through her
studies but by living colonial life- will be the sole instructor at SJSU
styles at Old Sturbridge Village in for public history, the fastest growMassachusetts and Slater Mill in ing source of employment for historians. Last year, 40 students rePawtucket, RI.
These havens for historical study ceived Bachelor of Arts degrees in
offered Osterud a first-hand glimpse history at SJSU.
The number of history graduates
of life in Puritan times.
History 197 will not be a typical is expected to increase next year
with
the offering of the new course.
class.
Public history involves the study
Students will tour various museums and buildings searching for of such areas as the interpretation of
Native Americans’ environmental
artifacts and tidbits of the past.
"I think it’s going to add a new practices and assisting in the reconsdimension to the history depart- truction of the Chinese temple at the
ment," said David Eakins, professor San Jose Historical Museum.
Other activities include the fight
of history.
According to Eakin. SJSU is the to preserve and restore local landand nejg,hborhoods, and documarks
first of the California State Univerment the experiences of California
sity campuses to offer the class.
"The field has only been around immigrants.
for about IS years, so we are the first

Stacy Mailer poses after being crowned Miss San Jose
hon.
"The Miss America Pageant is the
second most watched program on
television, next to the Super Bowl.

Vega said. "You want to know why
so many people watch it? It’s be cause Miss America represents the
good in this country."

North blames McFarlane for sending letter
to Congress that gave false information
Oliver
WASHINGTON (API
North Wednesday blamed former
national security adviser Robert
McFarlane for sending a letter to
Congress that falsely denied the
National Security Council staff
was assisting the Contra rebels in
Nicaragua.
As the former NSC aide took the
stand for the fifth day at his Iran Contra trial, prosecutor John
Keker read aloud a section of a
proposed response to then -Rep.
Michael Barnes saying. "None of
us has solicited funds ... or ...
coordinated the military ... efforts

of the resistance...
"That statement is untrue and I
did not put it in there," North said
of the draft letter to Barnes. 1)-Md.
He said McFarlane, then his boss,
"had written his own" letter on
Sept. 12. 1985.
"What did you do to straighten
it out?" Keker asked.
"I am quite certain I didn’t do
much ... at all." North replied. He
said McFarlane "had already put
this kind of language in his letter: on Sept. 5, 1985 to Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-Ind., then the chairman of
the House Intelligence Committee.

"1 v, rote a number of other letters" that were "inconsistent with
the facts ... I just simply do not believe I wrote this letter," said
North. "Those ... words are written in Mr. McFarlane’s handwriting."
Keker interjected: "And apparently sent to you for editing."
"And that is a point I would
contest because I don’t believe it
was sent to me for editing," North
said.
Among 12 criminal counts.
North is accused of making a false
statement to Congress.

AWLMIMIV

Five crooks withoul a plan are out io rob onebank
with lotsof cash. So what’s the hold-up?

Disorganized
Crime
From the Creators of Stakeout’

A LESSON IN NEW CAR FINANCING FROM GMAC FOR
Two AND FOUR YEAR COLLEGE GRADUATES
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS.

hini hut Pivots
Baja Cafe" &

AMC

Oakridge 6

Theatres

Invite you to join "Disorganized Crime Night" Thurs April 13.
Lots Of prizes & surprizes. Call theatre for show times.
DISORGANIZED CRIME OPENS FRIDAY
6141YARIff.,Tjj
499 E. Hamilton I
’r.A..A.M
Campbell 374-4290

Baja Cafe’

00-37-3760‘1=30000

INTERNATIONAL WEEK ’89

A FREE PHONE CALL COULD HELP PUT YOU IN A
NEW GM CAR OR LIGHT-DUTY TRUCK THE EASY WAY,
Today Him April 14th

ARTS EXHIBITION
Cultural Arts Exhibition, on Window Glass.
3rd floor in the Student Union. Admission is free.
Information. Mike Nguyen 279-8827
Presented by: Vietnamese Student Association

Friday April 14
INTERNATIONAL DANCE
Dance from 9pm to 1’30am to the sounds of new wave
and pop. Sponsored by:
Intercultural Steering Committee
Chinese Student Association
Vietnaese Student Association
Advanced tickets available at the A.S. Business Office.
For Information call: Yen Tan 292-3197
Vu Nguyen 286-1238
Tim (415) 623-1777

INTERNATIONAL WEEK IS SPONSORED BY:
ICSC AND FUNDED BY THE A.S.

THE GMAC
COLLEGE GRADUATE
FINANCE PLAN. GET $400
AND MAKE NO PAYMENTS
FOR 90 DAYS
Call 1-8(P-237-3264 and you’ll find
out how (MAC can make your after’
college math a lot simpler
With GMAC:s College Graduate
Finance Plan, you’ll receive:
Pir Fetal to apply to your down
payment when you buy a new
GM car or light -duty truck
IP. OR. $4410 to apply to your first
lease payment.
PLUS, when you buy you may be
able to defer your first payment
for CM days. .giving you time to
get your career up and running
before you start making
payments. Finance charges accrue
from date of purchase.
Another important fact Your WO
discount is in addition to any rebate
or special financing rate available
when you buy your new ( IM vehicle

GUARANTEED FINANCING.
Yes! Please send my free GMAC
College ( iraditate Finance Plan
mita-manor, pack (Print clearly !

That’s right. Your financing is
guaranteed as long as you qualify for
the plan You can find out all thc
details about qualifying in your
GMAC College Graduate Finance
Plan information pack.

5._.

CALL 1-800-237-3264 RIGHT

Now FOR FREE INFORMATKA
MA.

or send
Call 1-800-237-3264 now
in the coupon to receive your free
(;MAC College Graduate Finance’
Plan information pack There’s no
obligation and you could receive a
$400 discount on your new GM
vehicle l/o it today!
;111.11,:

!!! w !

Mail to
iNIAt :ollrge lit-actuate
FinAlk l’Ian
:reneral Motors Budding Annex 240
1 irtrwt Xls hiiran 482112

n Equal :redd i fffportunity l:ompany

1:his deferral of payment .gaion is not avadahli
with leasing or other I ;WV: programs or in
Mrhrgan and Pennsylvania or on vehales with 4
OM in
cashyelling pr..) less than
New Jerwy

all 1-800-237.32b4 Tunk to resparst
vow tree (MA( : ’a4leige ( ;radiate
Firm’s!! Plan int, it mat ion

GMAC

IftWat :MAC All Nights Keserved

L
CI IEVROLFI’ PON l’IAC

ZIP

OFFICIAL SPONSOR OF
AMERICA’S DREAMS

OLDSNIOBILE BUICK C:ADILLAC GNI(
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SPORTS

Broncos continue domination over SJSU with 6-4 win
Tellers, Piraro
ejected as Broncos
beat SJSU third time
By Matthew D. Anderson
Duly staff \mt.

Shelley Scott -- Daily staff photographer
Dave Tellers pitched a no-hitter through four innings before being
ejected in 5,151I -s 6-4 loss to Santa Clara. It 1411% the Spartans eighth
straight loss to SCl..

Sprinter admits steriod use
9LONTO I API
Sprinter
)csai Williams admits he took steroids lin. a hnet period in 1987. hut
denies coach Charlie Francis’ asser
lion that he began taking the drugs
sok years earlier with friend and tea
titillate Ben Johnson.
The Canadian sprinter told the
tederal mole, into drugs in sport

that he had resisted the coach s attempts to start him on steroids because he wanted to be a ’natural
athlete.
Williams told the inquiry Tuesda.),
that Francis lured him to a Toronto
doctor’s iittjce in 1981 where the
coach tried to persuade him to start
taking the muscle -building drugs.

Students Faculty Staff
Buy IBM’ P5/2’ Personal Computers
at Special Discounts!
IBM Personal System / 2’ c ompu ter. art !um’
available ,itspecial eliMatIOnal discounts to stu!,tate University.
dent., taculty, and ’,ta it of Sin It
From the durable, lull- tu tuition IBM PS/2 Model 25,
to the powerful IBM l’S/2 Model MO 386, IBM PS/2
computers combine integrated, total system design
with advanced graphics for a wide range of applications,
For information call
Derek Cordon,
our student representative
for San lose State University

The Spartans ran into cross-town
opponent Santa Clara University
and were bucked off in an ugly manner.
The Broncos (26-15) continued
their dominance of 17th -ranked
SJSU with a6-4 win Tuesday night
at Buck Shaw Stadium.
The game was the first of a nine
game road trip for the Spartans.
SJSU (31-8) has suffered three of
its losses this season to SCU, and
this one was had enough that SJSU
coach Sam Piraro didn’t hang
around the dugout to watch.
Piraro and starter and losing
pitcher Dave Tellers (11-2) were
both ejected for arguing a balk call
during the Broncos five-run uprising
in the fifth.
With Tellers pitching a one-hitter
through the first four innings, having struck out six of the first nine
batters, things looked good for the
Spartans.
SJSU jumped out to a 1-0 lead in
the second on Kevin Tannahill’s
double and Mike Gonzales ground
out.
SCU tied it in the fourth on a single by Rick Bianchina and the help
of two errors by Tellers, the first of
six SJSU defensive miscues.
In the fifth, Bruce Powers hit a
lead off infield single. Andy
Solomon walked, and after a sacrifice bunt attempt failed to advance

the lead runner, Powers was thrown
out at third. The Broncos had
Solomon on second and Bill Enos
on first when Ed Giovanoia hit a
triple to left -center, making the
score 3-1.
Giovanoia is the same Ed that
ended SJSU’s unbeaten streak with a
game-winning homer on Feb. 28.
"Giovanoia is an impact player,"
Piraro said. "But he shouldn’t have
been up there in that situation."
Bianchina followedwith a triple
to right-center, scoring Giovanoia
blame the umpire. You can’t mike
and SCU’s fourth run. Craig
six errors and expect to win. You
Middlckauff hit a fly ball down the
have to get the outs when they arc
right field line to make it 5-1.
available to you."
Right field at Buck Shaw
lighted.
is
not
properly
Stadium
With the help of two hit batters,
There are supposed to be portable
SJSU was able to climb back to a 6lights in the corner to help out on
4 deficit in the top of the seventh.
calls like this one.
However, It was to little to late as
Before Middlekauff reached first Larry Donahc came in to earn his
base, he was on his way to second
while Tellers was arguing with the
umpire. Right fielder John Bracken,
who had the best view of anyone,
was holding his arms out for what
seemed like divine intervention.
ANNAPOLIS. Md. (AP)
the
After Piraro pleaded his case calmly
Soviet Union may have beaten the
to no avail, the Bronco’s had a runUnited States en route to the gold
ner on second with one out and a 5medal in basketball during last sum1 lead.
mer’s Olympics. but America’s naTroy Buckley hit a single to drive tional pastime is another story.
in the sixth run and then Tellers was
The Soviet National baseball team
called for a balk.
was looking to rebound from a 21-1
Picking his words, so as not to
loss to Navy when it meets George
waste them, Tellers was gone after a Washington University in the second
few movements of his mouth. That
stop of a 12 -game U.S. tour.
brought out Piraro who then had to
"We didn’t play like we could
calm down Tellers. Piraro didn’t
have," Soviet manager Alexander
waste much time, or effort in getArdatov said through an interpreter
ting thrown out during what seemed
after the game Tuesday at the I.J.S.
to be a casual conversation.
Naval Academy.
"Defensively," Piraro said. "We
Navy took advantage of a flood of
Jidn’t play well. We’re not going to
Soviet errors and walks, scoring 10

\

second save. Starter Dave Tuttle (10) was the winner for SCU.
With the loss the Spartans fall to
0-9 against SCU over Piraro’s three
seasons as coach.
"We don’t play well against
them." Piraro said.
The Spartans and Broncos meet
again on May 2 at Municipal
Stadium.

Navy sends Soviets reeling 21-1

rBOS rJFK 11
Boston
$99 roun(lIrip

.Ven }Fk ;
$99 rourntrip

r

N

408-453-6220

Sam Piraro,
SJSU baseball coach

runs on three hits in the first inning
en route to the exhibition victory.
The Soviets allowed eight walks,
eight errors, eight wild pitches and
four hit batsmen.
"You could see they were nervous," Navy catcher Tim Peifley
said. "They’re not used to playing in
front of this many people. But we’re
not either.
"I wish I could have communicated with them to tell them to
keep their heads up (while in the batters box).’’ he added.
Center fielder Chris Angle went 2 for-2 with two runs scored and three
RBI to lead Navy.

$99 Roundtrip Airfares
On Northwest Airlines.

PHOTO &SOUND
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’Offensively, we didn’t play that well.
And we’re not going to blame the
umpires. You can’t make six errors and
expect top win.’
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rr;t01(iirii,

Miami
$99 round/rip

AIL 11
Washington. DC
$99 roundtrip
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A special offer for students,
only for American Express Carclmembers.

nmolYRITincTf., VE,Nig
GET A JUMP ON
YOUR SUMMER TAN!
I \
STUDENT DISCOUNT*
off monthly membership
with student I.D.
*(Valid flours: M-F 9:am-3pm and
Sat-Sun 8am-8pm)
25%

New Weekly Memberships
Campbell
The Pruneyard
559 6356

San Jose
Town & Country Village
554-0606

Santa Clara
Homestead & Scott
241 -CITY

Store Hours: M-F 7am-11pm, Sat-Sun 8am-8pm

If you mitt to go places, ft’s time for the American
Express* Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyforfull-time
students- who carry the American &pray Card
Travel privileges that offer:
7lio $99 roundtrip ticketsfly to many of
NORTHWEST the more than 180 cities served by Northwest in the contiguous 48 United States.
AIRLINES
Only one ticket may be used per sixLOOK TO US
month period.
Special Quarterly Norlbuel Deshnatem Discounts
throughout 198()-up to 25% off most available fares.
5,000 Imes miler in Northwest’s WORLDPERKS"
free travel programwhere only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canadaupon

enrollment through this special student offer
And, of course, you’ll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must he a Cardmember, you must be a full-time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card.’
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone. Just call 1-800-942-AMEX.
We’ll take your application and begin to process it
right away. What’s more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
you can qualify now
,1%,
while you’re still in
school.
Apply now Fly later
for less.
0711,4111)1t 01114

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX

’Fare is for roundtrip travel on N,Irthwest Air11116 Tickets must he purchaser] within24 hoofs after making reservations Fares are non-refundahle and no itinerars change matbe
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Softball team
gains split
with SCU
By Steven Musil
Daq staff writer
Yogurt may be healthier for
SJSU’s softball team than it
would lead you to believe.
The pitchers have a contest
between themselves during
practice to determine who
throws the best pitches. The
player with the lowest score
has to buy yogurt for the other
pitchers.
The competition has helped
the entire team (22-20, 7-9) as
it split two games with Santa
Clara University Tuesday
night.
the Spartans dropped a close
first game, 3-2, despite a
strong effort from Gail Dean
(14-9). It was Dean’s first
game appearance after a three
day rest to heal a pinched
nerve in her right shoulder.
"It’s getting better," Dean
said. "I’m hanging in there."
Designated hitter Noleana
Woodard stole three bases in
the first game, tieing the
school record.
Leann Emery (7-6) pitched
the Spartans to victory in the
second game, 4-1.
"I have to be a clutch player," Emery said. "But I’m trying to keep the hits down."
Woodard turned in another
spectacular performance by
scoring two of the four runs in
the second game.
"She was really our single
offensive threat," said Kathy
Strahan, SJSU softball coach.
Tiffany Cornelius swung a
hot bat in the series, going six
for eight in the two games.and
a run scored.
Coach
Strahan
was
impressed with Cornelius
effort.
"Tiffany was on base all the
time," Strahan said.
"We were flat yesterday,"
said Strahan. She said she was
dissapointed with the split but
that they will take it."
"After playing those high
powered teams, these are the
games we have to win, " she
said.
SJSU beat Santa Clara early
in the season, 4-3 and 3-2.
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SJSU’s Piazza finds the sport
of rugby appealing, intriguing
By Doris Kramer
Daily Nally/Ater
Rugby may not appear to be a
sport attractive to a bioscience
major pursuing a career as a chiropractor, as the sport has a reputation of creating a lot of clients for
people in that profession.
Mike Piazza finds the game of
rugby appealing despite his future
profession, but declined from
playing for several years because
he feared that his 5’7" frame
would prove insignificant against
the stereotypical giants associated
with the sport.
"People see huge maulers of
guys playing professional rugby
on ESPN, and think that is what a
typical rugby player looks like,"
Piazza said. "But that is not
descriptive of the player at the collegiate or club level."
As an active Livermore High
School athlete, Piazza played the
quarterback position for the football team. He also excelled at tennis and soccer.
After one semester at SJSU without sports, he said he really missed
them, especially the physically
demanding contact sports.
Rugby players Phil Cepeda and
Frank Lux finally convinced the
apprehensive athlete to go out for
the rugby team.
Although Piazza, a muscular
165 -pounder, possessed the agility
of a football player and the speed
and endurance of a soccer player,
he was uncomfortable playing
next to SJSU football players Nate
Woods and Bill Klump, who fit
his image of the build typical of a
rugby player.
"Back then I didn’t realize there
were different phytcal require-

ments between the backs and forwards, " Piazza said. "But I
remember noticing that there were
some guys on the team who were
smaller than me."
The front line positions tend to
field sizable players, similar to
linebackers in football. These
players are the strength of the
team, and typically run the ball,
Piazza said.
On the other hand, backs need
speed and agility to outmaneuver
opponents running the ball. The
front pack, backing the runner
with muscle, helps prevent the
runner from getting hit, he said.
"My position as scrum half is
comparable to the position of
quarterback in football," Piazza
said."Therefore, I adjusted to the
position very quickly."
Rugby has a reputation as a violent sport similar to football,
except that players don’t have the
protective padding of football uniforms, according to Piazza. The
general audience views the sport
as a "bone cruncher sport," in
which athletes go on the field to
hurt each other.
"Gymnastics is more brutal than
rugby when it comes to serious
injuries. At the NCAA’s, I noticed
many of the gymnasts limping,
taping ;)ad ankles, or with scars on
their lei: from knee or cartilage
surgery. You just don’t sec that
extent of injury in rugby."
Piazza provides the Spartans
with a scoring force, his precision
kicking at times giving the winning edge over opponents with
points scored in conversion
attempts and penalty kicks.
Providing that Piazza’s performance remains at a high level, he

may be eligible for a full scholarship to a chiropractor college in
Georgia.
"Rugby is just starting to gain
popularity in the United States,"
Piazza said. "It’s in the transitional
state to acceptance that soccer
experienced years ago."
The clean-cut athlete juggles a
heavy workload consisting of 12
to 14 units of academics, 30 hours
at his job, Tuesday and Thursday
rugby practices, and games on
Saturdays.
Luckily for the personable athlete, whose amiable demeanor and
muscular appearance make him at
home on the field as well as the
classroom, rugby possesses a
unique social aspect to offset his
tight schedule.
"A team is a team, which is a
special relationship in any sport,
but rugby requires much more
team support between players, creating a unique bond," he said.
True to the sport’s English heritage, the athletes are very civil to
their opponents. After the game
ends, the home team hosts a postgame party, in which the teams get
together and socialize.
"It’s great. You try to beat up
your opponents during the game,
and after the whistle blows ending
the game, you party with the
enemy, Piazza said. "You talk
about the game and sing silly
songs that get better with each
beer."

Doris Kramer Daily staff photographer
Spartan Mike Piazza kicks off to begin the second half

GET INVOLVED!

West Box Office
A Full Service Ticket Agency
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UPCOMING EVENTS
SAN FRANCISCO MAWS"’ ’
OPERA SAN JOSE DIE FLEDERMANS
MAY 13-21
COPPELIA APRIL 10-12
ONE STEP BEYOND TICKETS
MONTEREY BAY AQUARIUM
CACTUS CLUB TICKETS
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A.S. Positions Available Now
Want to gain working experience, meet people, and make a
difference on campus? If you have answered yes, the Associated
Students is for you.
We have a number of open positions.
For
example:
homecoming committee, personnel selection committee,
and others.
For information, please stop by The Student Union,
or call 924-6240 today.
Remember, things will change when you
get involved.
Looks great on a resume!

49 East San Fernando
Located near Campus Between 2nd and 3rd
Charge by phone

286-2600

THEATER, SPORTS, CONCERTS

Funded
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A.S.

"WE RENT FOR LESS’
CARS/TRUCKS/VANS
Clean. quality rentals
Daily rates from $19.95
VisaiMC accepted but
not required
Unlimited mileage
Age requirement: 21
8 minutes from campus

How does a Spartan
keep a balanced diet?

70% discount for S J.S U.
Students, faculty, it Staff
on weekly II monthly rentals
Santa Clara Industries
50 Umbarger Road
San Jose CA. 95111
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INTERNATIONAL
PASSPORT
To Living Abroad
International Certificate
in Teaching English as a
Foreign Language
-4-week intensive
program
-3-month part-time
evening program
-Practicum in teaching
English as a Foreign
Language
St. Giles College
2280 Powell St., SF 94133
(415)788-3552
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Drink V8

Keep your diet straight.
Vegetables are an important part of a balanced
diet and one serving of VS Juice provides a serving of
vegetables In No Salt Added. Spicy Hot or Re,,,tr

SAVE 25

V8
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ON ANY SIZE OR VARIETY OF
100% Vegetable juice
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San Jose-Cleveland Ballet
delights local audience

L.A. band performs at Cactus Club
Performance lacks
creativity displayed
on latest album
By Phillip Best
Daily staff writer

Los Angeles-based ’Thelonious
Monster brought its punk -funk country-rock show to the Cactus
Club Sunday night.
The performance lacked the
diversity and sensitivity the band
showed on its latest album,
"Stormy Weather" (Relativity
Records). However, this doesn’t
mean the concert wasn’t good . . .
it was just a bit confusing.
punk, funk, country
On vinyl, the band is expand- Thelonious Monster: mixture of
ing its horizons. The tortured ten- and rock.
LP. Frontman Bob Forrest com- locks on his forehead, he also
derness
pared the tune to a Tom Petty dit- expounded on how he acquired
of "My
his attire at the thrift store across
Boy,"
ty, and said he felt silly singing it.
the
"I saw that guy singing along the street. The most expensive
with me and I felt better though," component of his outfit, at $1.98,
unbelieving Music Review
he said, pointing to a man in the was the underwear which was
proudly displayed between the
look at
audience.
"It’s a good song," the man tails of his blue-and-white-striped
racial
4
0
shirt and the mid-buttock beltline
said.
preju
dice that is "Colorblind," and a
"Yeah, it’s a good song, but it’s of his trousers.
ncrson
His bedraggled
surprisingly powerful cover of
not the kind of song you play for
a bunch of punk rockers in San looked right at home lying
Tracy Chapman’s "For My Lover"
slumped on the stairway between
hint at a hitherto unexplored side Jose," Forrest said.
of the band’s talent.
The fault in this logic was that the wall and the speaker stack,
there were few pit-bound-basher one fist clutching a beer and the
On stage, however, the group
seems reluctant to expose its vultypes in the Cactus Club crowd. other clutching the microphone as
nerability. Spontaneous, high
The Monster’s southern California if they were his only two friends
powered, full -speed-ahead jam
reputation for lunacy apparently in the world.
dominated the performance in did not precede them into the
The most energetic reaction of
downtown San Jose.
Silicon Valley, but the relatively the crowd came in response to the
It was extremely difficult not unenthusiastic crowd didn’t keep song "Sammy Hagar Weekend,"
to be caught up in and thrashed
the band members from enjoying which, ironically, is intended to
about by the Monster’s reckless themselves.
ridicule the boozing and cruising
Mike Martt, wearing a cowboy mentality portrayed by 1980s rock
rampage, but the crowd exercised
an inordinate amount of self-conhat and a low-slung, wireless gui- bands.
trol. The few individuals who did tar, repeatedly zoomed through
After playing to a sold-out
submit to the vibrations and let crowd, stopping only to dance house Friday night at the Filmore
their bodies be slung around the with an occasional reveler.
in San Francisco (Red Hot Chili
dance floor were regarded with
Forrest’s vocals, despite some Peppers headlined), the band must
cautious skepticism by the stoic equipment oversights (he was too have felt like the Sunday show
majority.
hungover to do a sound check), was a step in the wrong direction.
"Stormy Weather" seems to maintained the torrid pace effort- For their devoted effort to please
have created some expectations, lessly and reeled off dialogue that a tough crowd, the band should be
among new fans, which weren’t ranged from skateboard stunts commended.
met in the Sunday night show. Of he’s seen to the reducing effect
Hopefully, the lackluster recepthe selections from the album the that amphetamines have on the tion won’t prevent the Monster
size of his genitalia.
from returning to San Jose in the
band did play, "So What If I Did"
Peering between the top rim of future because this band is a lot of
was the only attempt to convey
his
glasses
and
the
blond
dreadfun to watch.
the subtleties introduced on the
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ia opened last Friday at the San Jose Center for Performing Arts
It)

y R. Callahan

live years ago, local dance
p.grons organized a search for a
uunpany willing to establish
part time residency in San Jose.
The search, led by Karen
I
enstern of Los Gatos, was
nationwide.
Liweristern, now chairman of
the board of the San Jose-Cleveland
Ballet. reportedly saw the Cleveland
Pallet’s production of "Coppelia"
and knew she had found what she
looking for.
...k, local audiences final-

Dance Review
ballet

selve s.
.1’ h
in .lose -C1,.% eland Ballet presented
-ppelia" at the San Jose Center
r Performing Arts in eight performices, Friday through yesterday.
Choreographed by company
itistic director Dennis Nahat,
is a colorful, comedic
.4, at love, jealousy and deception.
I he tale, loosely based on "The
ill with the Enamel Eyes" by
. I .A. Hoffman (who is also
,iionsible for the original
siii,racker" libretto), is the story of
wki young lovers, Franz and
an eccentric old doll makI, Doctor Coppelius, and the lifetill he has created, Coppelia.
The ballet opens with Doctor
oppelins (Dennis Nahat) guiding
is beloved doll out onto the baloily, where each day she sits and
..ads in full view of the villagers
She is so real looking that
’ie villagers believe her to be a real
al, perhaps Coppelius’ daughter.
Early in the first act, Swanilda
Cynthia Gregory) spies Franz
Peter DiBonaventura) flirting with
oppelia (Ginger Thatcher) and
,talks away in jealousy. Finally dismayed by Franz’s apparent disinterest in her, Swanilda decides to steal
into Coppelius’ house to meet her
r

ITO I i a "

The second act takes place in the
doll maker’s magical workshop.
Swanilda and her reluctant friends
lirid Coppelia and discover that she
is, in fact, a mechanical toy. The
girls laugh and mock the buffoonery
of Franis romantic intentions
’ toward the doll, and Swanilda
decides to play a joke on her way..s ard lover and the doll maker at the
She creeps into
,ante time.
.oppelia’s curtained enclosure and
I iguises herself as the doll.
Not realizing that Swanilda is
.inpersonating his doll, the doctor
es that his dream of giving life
,,ppelia has finally come true.

The result is a funny yet poignant
climax in which Doctor Coppelius
comes to accept the truth and Franz
and Swanilda confirm their love for
one another.
Both adults and children in
Sunday afternoon’s packed audience
appeared to appreciate the lively
dancing, colorful designs and slapstick humor characterizing Nahat’s
production.
Cynthia Gregory, a long-time
principal dancer for American Ballet
Theatre, is well known for her technical precision and strength, her
cool grace and her command of
demanding classical roles in "Swan
Lake" and "Sleeping Beauty."
The youthful, mischievous
Swanilda is a departure for Gregory.
And, though she made an admirable
attempt to capture the comedic and
playful character, her portrayal was
convincing.
not
altogether
Nonetheless, Gregory’s performance
was enjoyable, and her technique, as
always, was flawless.
Peter DiBonaventura, Gregory’s
usual partner, played Franz Sunday
with a new sense of relaxation and
self-confidence. DiBonaventura has
the most elegant line and carriage of
any male dancer in the group, and
his work as a dramatic actor has
improved considerably during the
last several years. His Franz was
noticably less dim-witted than others in the company have portrayed
him, but it was a fine, believable
performance.
Those who have criticized Nahat

for his reluctance to retire from the
stage and to relinquish cherished
roles to upcoming male dancers in
the company cannot deny the excellence of his Doctor Coppelius.
Nahat belongs in the role. He has a
knack for adopting subtle expressions and mannerisms that bring his
caricature to life in a way that few
others can. In "Coppelia," his character is alternately mean and loveable, forbidding and touching. This
Doctor Coppelius is a classic.
The rest of the company danced
with energetic joy. Unlike most story ballets, Nahat’s "Coppelia" has
villagers and "friends" with names
and distinct personalities, thus
allowing the dancers to experiment
with theatrics and to add dimension
to the usual tedium of corps work.
David Guthrie’s set and costume
designs are a bit too candy -colored,
but the overall aura of his village is
charming and warm. Though the
costumes move well with the
dancers, Guthrie continues to create
skirts that flare from the waist and
make the dancers look thick-waisted
and bulky.
Company conductor Stanley
Sussman led the San Jose
Symphony Orchestra in a presentable rendition of the Delib
ballet score.
The San Jose-Cleveland Ballet
can be seen this weekend in a repertory performance at the San Jose
Center for the Performing Arts.
Curtain times are 8 p.m. Friday and
Saturday, 2 p.m. Sunday.
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SPRING BOUTONNIERES
FOR SPRING SORORITY
DANCES.

- City Center florist
295-4321
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Santa Teresa Medical Building
275 Hospital Parkway, Suite 700
San Jose, 226-0424
(Coupon good on oral exam with new patient
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Alex J. Haumer, D.M.D.
General Dentistry
ORTHODONTIC, COSMETIC BONDING

The Phlounders
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GET YOUR FREE
SUMMER SESSION SCHEDULE
NOW!

CLASSES START MAY 30!

CORNER OF E. SANTA CLARA ST & NIN I I I
SAN JOSE, CA,.
we can meet out of town needs

WE CATER TO COWARDS
$20.00 OFF New Patient Exam

e

Visit Continuing Education
in DBI-1136B or Bldg. T
or get a copy at Administration Bldg.
Info Center, Student Union Info Center
or Admissions and Records Lobby.

GIVE ’EM THE BOUT.
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Jill 111.11

SUN. APRIL 30, 2:00 PM
FROST AMPHITHEATER
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Tickets:

C-

$12.50/with SISU Student I.D.
$15.50/Public
Available in the A.S. Business
Office and at all BASS outlets.
Please no bottles, cans, alcohol,
coolers or lawn furniture.
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’Dead Calm’ may leave viewers
sympathetic toward psycho

’Raise the Roof’ scheduled for weekend
Promoters hope that this weekend’s San Jose
Convention Center opening will blow the roof off the
building.
The 1.2 million square foot facility will be the site
of more than a dozen special presentations and
events in its opening weekend "Raise the Roof" celebration.
A foreign film presentation, an urban fair sponsoring 11 exhibits, and a free series of musical performances ranging from jazz to traditional Japanese,
are just three of the events planned.
All events will take place on Saturday and
Sunday, but exact times for many have not yet been
clarified. For information on events, call 295-2265.
ext. 430.
MUSICFEST
Jazz great Dizzy Gillespie will be the spotlight
entertainer in the Musicfest. The legendary trumpeter
is regarded as one of the most influential jazz musicians ever. His contributions to the melody and
rhythm of the form were the primary factors in the
bop revolution in jazz in the late ’40s.
Gillespie will perform on Saturday at 1:15 p.m.
Also, jazz great Pete Escovedo, who performed
at SJSU yesterday, will perform at the Musicfest.
Two other interesting performers are the Foremen,
a "folk -mock" music and comedy band, and the
"Bob," an a cappela group called at."cross between
Devo and the Mills Brothers."
Bands performing traditional music from Japan,
Brazil, and Mexico will also perform.
For information on all musical performances, call
287-0275.
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KIDFEST
Billy Zane and Nicole Kidman star in ’Dead Calm,’ the cinema’s latest horror flick.
By Phillip Best
Daily staff writer

Hughie Warriner ( Billy Zane) is
a hard -to -hate psychotic in Dead
Calm.
With nothing but his disarming
smile, he manages to transform an
Australian couple’s sailing getaway
into a struggle for survival.
The movie begins when John
Ingram (Sam Neill) is informed that
his
wife,
Rae, (Nicole
Kidman)
and
son
were in an
auto accident which
killed the
boy. John
and Rae then set sail in the South
Pacific to spend some time alone
together and recover emotionally
from the loss of their son.
After 31 days at sea, their solitude is interrupted when they
encounter a disabled schooner.
They pick up a man, Hughie,
who is rowing madly toward their
boat. He is distressed, verging on
hysterical, and tells them that he is
the only survivor of six people who
were on board the schooner. The
other five all died suddenly, ten days
earlier, apparentlyfrom food poisoning.
Hughie’s refusal to return to the
schooner causes John to become

A

Movie
Review

John’s inspection of the schooner
yields the severed remains of the
crew; food poisoning was obviously
not the cause of death. Before he
returns to his yacht, however,
Hughie awakes, overpowers an
unarmed Rae, takes control of the
ship and leaves John stranded on the
slowly sinking schooner.
This development establishes a
dual scenario. Rae is held captive
by Hughie on one ship while John
tries to repair the other ship. The
juxtaposition of the two different
struggles provides insights into
suspicious. So, after Hughie falls Hughie’s unstable mental state.
asleep, John locks him in the room,
On the yacht with Rae, Hughic
tells his wife to load the gun and
alternates between lovable, easytakes the dinghy to inspect the other
ship. Rae ignores her husband’s going, almost childishly innocent
advice to load the gun, and her goof, and seductive, manipulative.
unsuspecting attitude proves to be dangerously volatile lunatic.
On the other ship, during John’
her tragic flaw.

The suspense is
steadily maintained
throughout the
movie without
relying on gore and
shock tactics.

(
KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP c
" Rock ’n Roll Barbers"

This category will offer a dozen interactive events
throughout the weekend designed around the theme
of "Community, Connection and Creativity."
One of the most interesting exhibits will enable

efforts to keep the schooner afloat
and stay alive, a movie projector
comes to life and the film that is
running depicts the events that lcd
Hughie to embark on his murderous
spree.
The portrayal of the
unescapable, unrelenting harassment
he was subjected to before going
berserk creates some empathy for
his character.
The notion that his violent acts
may have been partially justified
helps the viewers associate, temporarily, v. iih Rae’s reluctance to
take advantage of several opportunities to kill Hughie.

children to make their own video and audio new stapes in a setting supervised by KGO-television and
KGO-radio personalities.
Other exhibits will be sponsored by NHS professional skateboarders, the ASPCA, Hicklebee’s
Children’s Books and others.
SAN JOSE CINEMATHEQUE
The San Jose Cinematheque, a bold attempt to
offer obscure or new films to the South Bay, will presents series of short films on Saturday.
Titled "About 15 Minutes," the presentation offers
experimental, animated and foreign shorts, none of
which runs for more than 20 minutes.
The presentation will offer 12 shorts, and will last
two hours. It is scheduled for 2 p.m.
A cinematheque is the French term for a film
"library." It fulfills a cultural purpose by offering the
public regular mini -festivals of non -mainstream
films.
URBAN FAIR
The urban fair is intended to offer informative
and, hopefully, entertaining exhibits from various
San Jose and Santa Clara County departments.
Exhibits will include water conservation, drought
response and recycling information, earthquake preparedness, models and drawings of downtown redevelopment, and street sweeping equipment, just to
name a few.
The exhibits will be conducted from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
MISC.
-Great Taste will feature 25 San Jose restaurants
serving their specialties.
A 21st -century exhibition will showcase space
technology and jazztech exhibits with models from
NASA and futuristic musical instruments.

Joel Beers

The suspense is steadily maintained throughout the movie without
relying on blatant gore and shock
tactics. An operatic musical score
enhances the dramatic tension that
elevates this film above the ranks of
formulated horror flicks.
However, it is difficult to avoid
ambiguity when a book is condensed into a movie, and this film
doesn’t bridge the gap without creating a few potholes. One gets the
feeling that some of the nuances of
Charles William’s 1963 novel have
been glossed over in the process of

meeung the demands of cinematography.
Orson Welles first attempted to
present the tale as a motion picture
when he began production in 1968,
but the project was never presented
publicly. Jeanne Moreau, who was
cast in Welles’ version, said the film
was completed but Welles did not
feel it was up to his standards and
refused to release it.
Director Phillip Noyce’s version
isn’t perfect either, but it contains
some fresh approaches that make the
movie worth watching.

Paradise Beach
" BEACHIN 89"

TUES - FRI 9 AM - 6PM, SAT 8AM - 4 PM
318 South 10th Street, San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

10 % off Nexxus Products

TIIE SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERS!
THEATRE ARTS DEPARTMENT
and

Metropolis
are proud to announce
The Second Annual Pacific Rim Film Festival Presenting

The Best Of

The Hawaii International
Film Festival
4 OF THE FESTIVAL’S FINEST FILMS WILL BE SCREENED AT

CAMERA 3
(AT ita)tolittlIt

=MI

2NDANDSAN CAR! OiO

I I RIRSDAY. /WWI. 13. 1989
I 00 front CHINA

3 30 from INDIA

BLACK CANNON INCIDEN
a tale of Chinese espionage

PESTONJE
(with Director Viraya Aletita speaking)

Portrays a culture and cot driiihno rtil
life that are rarely seen in Indian films

1 N1DAY. AI’1311, 14, 1989
I HU from JAPAN

REMEMBRANCE
Based on the direr tor’s 111r111111 1e, II( grow mg
up in a nual area of Japan, this film focuses
on typical (and not Sir typicall events ci hy
life of a junior high student in the early 1950s

3 30 from NEW ZEALAND

Kamikazi Thursday
No cover charge
with SJSU I.D.

NGATI
Life in a small, largely Maori Community in the
I 940s scents tranquil to a young Australian wan
Flut a public criCia heconieS personal, and he
makes a discovery about himself that will s hange
the rest of his life.

50¢ Kamikazi’s all night!
2 for 1 Miller Genuine Draft (8-10pm)
iara..ca-rafkial-4

FREE

FREE

i4_/-4.ia.ra /4 aya, 4, 4. is

FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE
Just Walk In --- No Tickets Necessary

FREE

FREE

175 N. San Pedro

298-WAVE
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SJSU to display opera talent
By Doris Kramer
Daily staff writer

SJSU’s Opera Workshop will perform some of the feature scenes
from the works of Monteverdi,
Mozart, Beethoven and others
Saturday night in the Music
Department Concert Hall.
The "Opera Showcase," at 8:15
p.m., will include " the best of the
best," said Brenda Willner, an SJSU
Opera Workshop performer.
Operas ranging from comedies to
tragedies will be featured at the performance.
"The selections to be performed
are the highlight scenes of great
operas, so the audience experiences
the apex in the art," she said.
This will give new listeners of
opera a chance to sample the plethora of styles and composers available,
and decide on a style they prefer.
Winner stresses that opera can be
an exciting experience for the viewers as well as the performers.
"Opera sometimes has a stereotype of being boring and drawn out,"
Willner said. "This is not true. There
are many different kinds opera, just
as there are many different kinds of
books. One just has to decide on the
style they like."
The Opera Workshop performers
have been working on the "Opera
Showcase" production since the
beginning of the semester. Winner
said.
"It’s very exciting. Many of the
excerpts to be sung are ones that the
artist hopes to sing in a full production one day."
The Opera Workshop provides an
excellent training ground for the
amateur opera vocalist to break into
this severely competitive and exclusive profession of the performing
arts.
"In order to have a director consider a vocalist for a quality role in a

first-rate opera, the performer must
have experience performing such
roles," said Irene Dalis, SJSU Opera
Workshop founder and artistic director. "It turns into a vicious circle in
which the opera singer can’t get the
experience, because he hasn’t the
experience."
The route for many performers is
to start their careers in Europe,
where opera is much more prevalent, to gain the needed experience
before coming back to the United
States to pursue a career. Dalis said.
Dalis had gone the Europe route
to establish her career, making her
debut in Germany, only to come
back to the United States as a 20year sensation for New York’s
Metropolitan Opera.
Upon her retirement from the
stage, Dalis returned to her hometown of San Jose. She started teaching at SJSU and created an opera
workshop to help her students prepare for a career in opera.
Dalis’ Opera Workshop is intended to provide opera hopefuls with
the necessary experience needed to
perform the masterpieces.
"The only way a performing arty
student can learn is by performing:’
Dalis said. "The stage is the most
educating classroom of all. There is
always something that can be
worked on and improved."
The workshop has molded many
professional performers, who work
in companies across the nation and
in Europe. Considering the handful
of students in the performing arts
that achieve a professional career,
the success rate of Dalis’ students is
phenomenal. But for Dalis, a relentless perfectionist, accomplishing
anything less than spectacular is
considered a failure.
"A person has to be able to create
in his mind what it will be like to be
on the top," Dalis said. "Until he is

Monterey College

What’s . . . inn
law

OF

there in his mind, he’ll acver be able
to live the dream in reality."
"Irene Dalis has such a strong,
charismatic personality hat one cannot help but admire her," Willn cr
said. " She has an aura about her,
which in her days on the stage, captured the audience."
Many of the performers in Opera
San Jose, a local professional company, started out in SJSU’s Opera
Workshop. Dalis also helped to
establish the opera company, the
first in San Jose.
Theworkshop provides students
with the experience needed to make
a smooth jump to the professional
level. Some of the students participating in the "Opera Showcase"
have already appeared in Opera San
Jose casts.
Opera San Jose continuously
sells out months in advance of performances, requiring additional performance dates to suffice the
swelling demand for the art.
Although performers will sing
only portions of major works in the
"Opera Showcase" production, the
nature of the art requires performers
to have knowledge of the opera in
its entirety, Winner said. Therefore,
the singer doesn’t get much of a
break by only having to know one
scene. More than likely, he will be
comfortable with the entire opera
score.
Admission is free, although there
is a suggested donation of 53 for
students and $5 for general admission. For further information call
924-4654.

Leonora, played by Brenda Milner, pleads with Count De Luna, played by Daniel Morris

Law

RAISE THE ROOF

Admission Requirements
II Program Study
Job Opportunities
01 Cost and Finances
LSAT (Law School Admission Test)
reall.
MI The Demands of Law Study

SCh001

Pearl Street, Monterey 93940
373-3301

IN SAN JOSE’S NEW CONVENTION CENTER!
APRIL 15 & 16 10 a. m. to 6 p.m.
FREE ADMISSION
Ml WEEK
DIZZY GILLESPIE
QUINTET
PETE ESCOVEDO
ORCHESTRA

FORMAL
SPECIAL

S PRING

THE BOBS

,4-

New Wave A Cappella

).

KIDFEST
ABC Family Fun Fair
Children’s Discovery Museum
KG0 Media Kidcast
Bring a cassette tape to the 1(60 Newstalk St radio tower or a blank video tape to the
1(60- TV studio and take home your own radio or television broadcast starring YOU,

Stunt Skateboarders
Giant Kooshballs and more’

SAN JOSE TAIKO
Japanese Drums

THE DOBSON FAMILY
Jazz

.

CIELO
Salsa

1:

THE FOREMAN

amb. b

Folk Parody

1

1.

LOS MARIACHIS

0 -Connor Hospital Giant Puppets
San Jose Children’s Musical Theatre
Lincoln High School Dance
Skip Robert Magic
Hi/inks - Jugglers
Bob Reid - Singer

Lion Dance
Los Lupenos
Youth Symphony
Michael Loftus - Magic
San Jose Dance Theatre
Los Danzantes de San Jose

URBAN FAIR

How does the city of San Jose work? Tour vehicles, view models and meet
the people who make it all happen

Traditional

NAVY JAll BAND
OUR LADY OF LOURDES

...

Gospel Choir

Park free at Civic Center and
ride Light Rail to RAISE THE
ROOF

JAllTECH

Reik music presents the latest in high tech musical instruments and a look
at the present and future of consumer music.

21st CENTURY EXHIBITS

Space stations, telescopes and holograms light the way for Silicon Valley in
the future
A continuous screening of international short films featuring animation,
social science and experimental films.

FOR MORE INFORMATkON CALL 295-2265 EXT. 430
IleAn
ICGO-TVt

’10

Bridal. Fashions

with this ad

on a gown or tuxedo

Town & Country Village
Sunnyvale

735-7660

Free Parking (selected city lots) &
Convention Center Garage,
10 Almaden Blvd. Garage.
160 W. Santa Clara St. Garage.
and
RI\’gR1--\RK

CINEMATHEQUE

’We have beautifulgowns and the largest selection of
tuxedos for your spring formal If you want frills, illusion,
strapless, sopkisticaud or tots ofglitter we have your
style. And don’t forget our tuKedos. ’We have the best
styles for every btufget, including Christian Dior, Pierre
i’arclin and Biff Blass. Personal service, large selection,
custom fittings and the nght price.

DISCOUNT

Abigail’s Pub
Andale Taquena
Chez Croissant
Cafe Tuyet
Casa Castillo
Dolce Spam Gelato
Donut Exchange
Downtown Cale
El Paraiso
Euhpia
Fairmont Pagoda
Garden City Market
Goldie s
Gourmet Annex
Hochburg von Germania
Leafs
Loss Village
Metro Cafe
Pizza -a -go-go
Rue de Paris
Scott’s Seafood Grill & Bar
sweetie Pies
Ultimate Yogurt
Victorian House

,

An exciting exhibit of hands-on science and art fun and education for children of any age

CHALO EDUARDO

"..’t

HE GREAT TASTE

I1

See 7201 your favorite Saturday morning cartoon characters in a live musical extravaganza

Samba

frUXed0 &

staff photographer

117

Let us answer
all your questions about

1 Iceg 498

Alyssa Jensen Daily

.LLEBOCIFICAP?’AC
SA\ JOSE
ASNICINT’111%

KSTS-TV
Fairmont Hotel
San Jose Convention and Visitors Bureau

5pnJose

KGO Newstalk 81 41

iii ii

San Jose Convention and Cultural Facilities
Waste Management. Inc. of Santa Clara County

Santa Clara County Transportation Agency
San Jose Mercury News
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Judge frustrated with length
of McMartin molestation case
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
judge in the McMartin Pre -School
molestation trial cut eight prospective defense witnesses from a case he
angrily said was courting mistrial by
its length and boring effect on jurors.
"I am desperately concerned that
we are not going to have a jury to
complete this case, the most illogical
case that’s ever gone to a jury,"
county Superior Court Judge William R. Pounders said Tuesday.
In remarks made while the jury

was excused from the court, Pounders said at the trial’s present pace a
verdict might not be reached before
1990.
He rejected defense requests to
allow testimony from eight more
witnesses, including five parents of
children allegedly molested at the
now -closed Manhattan Beach preschool.

Bloom County

defendants Raymond Buckey and his
mother, Peggy McMartin Buckey,
who together are charged with 65
counts of conspiracy and molestation.

ifr

The 2 -year-old case already is the
longest criminal trial in U.S. history.
The prosecution took 14 months and
61 witnesses to make its case, while
the defense has offered testimony
from 37 witnesses in the past 51/2
months.

He said the defense had not yet
called such important witnesses as
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Smoking: No smoking in Student Union
/ root
Thoma, ,yho chaired the smoking
..tounmee and wrote the proposal
Oho v. as accepted said it would be
uiit,iit to SJS1. "s smoking population
suit k I tig yy as completely harmed.
He said there is a significant number
of people on campus who smoke and
they should not he discriminated
against
"Smokers pay tees, too, and they
.nould hay e equal treatment in the
Student Union." he said. "Banning
smoking yy ttold have been a clear

Prices
From page I
Babu Bala, a junior majoring in accounting. "Why can’t they import
more oil or something?’’
Unleaded gas. which sold for
under 95 cents per gallon last month
at Pete’s Stop, is now selling for
$1 .18.

Rape
From page /
and in tears. The woman was shoeless, braless and had a tom blouse.
according to the officer’s report.
San Jose officers arrested Ellis as
he exited the structure. University
police captured Wilkins.
Both suspects denied in interviews
with police that the events atop the
10th Street Garage unmounted to a

discrimination against our smoking
population . "
Henson said people smoking in
the Student Union were a minority.
and that it wasn’t fair for non-smokers to be subjected to the health risks
caused by cigarette smoke.
Thomas supported the idea of allowing smoking on the third floor of
the Student Union. hut received objections from management.
Smoking on the third floor only
would create a "manager’s nightmare," said Patrick Wiley. associate

executive director for the Student
Union, because it would be difficult
for management to enforce the ban
with people continually moving
throughout the building.
If the proposal is accepted by Fullerton, the non-smoking ban would
be enforced by Student Union employees and staff and the building
managers.
Earlier this year. SUBOD restricted smoking in the soon-to-be opened Rec Center and banned it in
the Aquatics Center.

"The last shipment of gas was 8
cents a gallon more than the previous
shipment," said Long Iran. manager of Pete’s Stop.
Exxon. the fuel distributor for the
station, offered no explanation for
the price increase, Tran said.
Patty Lam, a senior majoring in
occupational therapy, said she feels
vulnerable to the power of big busi-

ness interests.
"The 100-mile round-trip commute is costing me an extra $5 a
week because of the rate hike," she
said.
Lam, a resident of San Leandro,
expressed hope that the prices would
decrease.
"1 ride -share with my sister twice
a week so I can save gas money,"
she said.

rape. They contend that the victim
was a prostitute and that she consented to everything that occurred.
"(The other men) were messing
around some. hut she was doing it
willfully," Wilkins was quoted as
saying by police in the court records.
However, Ellis acknowledged that
the victim never told him she was a
prostitute, the court papers stated.
"It was the way she came on," he
said.

Drug smugglers murder
twelve people in Mexico
ATAN1OROS. Mexico (Al’)
Drug smugglers killed at least 12
people, including an American college student, in satanic rites designed to bring demonic protection
to their illegal achy ales, official,
said Wednesday
Police said they would continue
digging today for two more bodies
believed buried at a ranch just below
the Mexican border.
"Very clearly they believed the
human sacrifices and the animal sacrifices put a magical shield around
them that protected them from evil
or harm, even up to bullets." said
Texas Attorney General Jim Mattox.
Cameron County Sheriff Alex
Perez said the scene was "like a
human slaughterhouse ’
Mexican officials said five men
have been arrested III the case. but

U.S. officials listed only four. Authorities on both sides of the border
are seeking the alleged ringleader.
Adolfo de Jesus Constanzo, a Cuban
in his late 40s.
At least one victim was kidnapped
in Brownsville within the last
month, and as many as three of the
dead may he American, officials
said.
Twelve bodies were discovered in
a mass grave on Tuesday. The bodies were mutilated, and authorities
said they found candles and kettles
full of body parts and animal bones.
Suspects in Mexican custody have
told police of 14 human sacrifices,
and evidence indicates there may be
more. said Oran Neck, U.S. Customs chief agent in Brownsville.
Contrary to officials’ assertions on
Tuesday. Neck said today there was

Aloha

Calendar
From page 1
the job. She was told by a friend that
more models were needed, and the
only person she met was the photographer.
"I told them I wasn’t going to
wear anything slinky," she said. "I
told them I was going to wear what I
wanted, and they were pretty cooperative about that."
Food and beverages will be provided for the women while they are
waiting to be seen, Leibl said.
The calendar is scheduled to be
sold in the Spartan Bookstore, while
negotiations to have it sold in Robert’s Bookstore and 7 -Eleven are in
the works, Leibl said.

Shelley Scott Daily

Julie Reyes, a freshman at West Valley College,
helps transform the Aquatics Center into a tropi-

Brown

From page /
people are not ready for such a futuristic viewpoint," he said.
no evidence of cannibalism.
Brown’s speech Monday will
Constanzo apparently introduced cover "College Activism in the ’90s
a sort of voodoo or black magic to and the New Democratic Party."
the area. Neck said.
The topic includes discussion of
The ritual "has overtones of a re- community benefits of public service
ligious cult that has been exported and its availability to college stuout of Cuba and Haiti as ’Santeria." dents. Several public service organiNeck said, based on feathers and zations offering opportunities for
other evidence of rituals at the ranch student participation will also be
and the Matamoros home of a there.
woman sought by police.
Students will have the opportunity
The dead included 21 -year-old to meet Brown at a fundraiser and reUniversity of Texas student Mark ception Monday afternoon at the
Kilroy, who vanished last month in Fairmont Hotel’s California Room.
a $10 donation. hut
Matamoros while on spring break, Admission
Sheriff’s Lt. George Gavito said.
registe
Kilroy apparently was chosen at admitted without charge.
random after the cult members
Proceeds will be used by Campus
"were told to pick one Anglo male Democrats to increase college activthat particular night," Gavito said.
ism on the SJSU campus.

Judge considers retrial
for jailed Trailside Killer
SAN DIEGO (AP) A judge
says he’s almost ready to rule on a
request to grant a new trial for
Northern California’s convicted Trailside Killer on grounds of alleged
misconduct by the jury forewoman.
The retrial motion filed by attorneys for David Joseph Carpenter,
58. of San Francisco. also seeks to
vacate the death penalty imposed on
him last year for murdering five peoMann County hiking trails
tialong
1980.
n closing arguments Tuesday, a
prosecutor urged Superior Court
Judge Herbert Hoffman to deny the
request, which is based on allegations that juror Barbara Durham improperly knew Carpenter already had

Suggested Retail

been sentenced to death for two similar 1981 killings in Santa Cruz
County parks.
Two acquaintances of Mrs. Durham who testified for the defense
said she indicated such knowledge
last March, midway through Carpenter’s six-month trial, while they
dined at an eastern San Diego
County restaurant.
Michael Lustig, a San Diego businessman, and his former girlfriend,
Barbara Duran, both quoted Mrs.
Durham as saying, "I’m not supposed to know this, but the defendant has been convicted of doing
the same thing in another county and
has been sentenced to death."
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$395.00

Everex T-Shirt
Only

$2,181.00
Get Microsoft Word 4.0 Free when you purchase any of
our Macintosh Graduation Bundles.

Matt photographer

cal paradise Wednesday. Reyes was performing in
honor of International Week.

1. Macintosh Plus CPU*
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